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Overview



 

Thermal noise reduction using alternative beam shapes



 

A brief history of `flat’ beams for GW detectors



 

Mesa beams



 

Optimised beam shapes



 

Higher order Laguerre Gauss modes



 

Interferometry with LG beams



 

Production of `flat’ beams
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Thermal noise in future GW detectors
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thermal noise will be one of the limiting noise sources of the second generation GW detectors and therefore will be a problem for third generation detectors. 
As you can see here on this plot from the Adv.Virgo conceptual design the coating thermal noise will limit the detectors Adv. Virgo and Adv. Ligo in a frequency band from 30Hz to 100 Hz.

Higher order Laguerre-Gauss modes ....  
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Possible Thermal Noise Reduction

thermal noise



 

Coating Brownian thermal 
noise dynamically distorts 
the surface of the mirrors



 

This results in noise in the 
dark fringe, proportional to 
the magnitude of the 
`average’ phase change in 
the reflected wave fronts 



 

This `average’ can be 
improved by widening and 
flattening the beam size on 

the mirror
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Thermal noise in mirrors

Loss angle

the strain energy stored in the test mass by a pressure 
normalized to 1 N, and having the same distribution 
as the light intensity in the readout beam

Vinet CQG 22 (2005) 

Levin Phys. Rev. D 57 659 (1998)

For simplicity this and the following considers only Brownian substrate noise for 
substrates of infinite size. A lot of effort has gone into computing accurate numbers 
for the coating noises, thermo-optic noise, both infinite and finite size mirrors. 
A good review of this topic will be published soon:

`On thermal issues in advanced Gravitational Wave Interferometric detectors’ 
J. Y. Vinet, Living Reviews in Relativity, to be published
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This can be seen as well in these formulas, which represents the power spectral density of the thermal noise as it is read out with these three different mode shapes assuming an infinite media. 
What you see here is that the thermal noise scales anti-proportional with the beam width because you average out the brownian motion more with a larger beam. One other interesting feature is that the thermal noise of the Laguerre gauss modes can be directly obtained from the currently used fundamental mode using an additional scaling factor alpha_nm.  

These alpha_nm for the case of an infinite test mass can be see here. 


According to Jean-Yves :
- for a LG33 (w=4.3cm) we gain a factor of ~2 in coating thermal noise and substrate thermal noise but loose a factor of 1.7 in thermo elastic noise compared to a HG00 (w=6.65cm)
- for a LG55 (w=3.5cm) we gain a factor of ~2.3 in coating thermal noise and substrate thermal noise but loose a factor of 2.5 in thermo elastic noise compared to a HG00 (w=6.65cm)
- for a Mesa beam (w=11cm) we gain a factor of ~1.5 in coating thermal noise and substrate thermal noise and gain factor of 1.8 in thermo elastic noise compared to a HG00 (w=6.65cm)
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LGnm modes:

Flat beams:

Thermal noise of Flat beams

LG00 mode:
Bondu et al. Physics Letters A 246 (1998) 227

J.-Y. Vinet CQG 22 (2005) 1395

Bondu et al. Physics Letters A 246 (1998) 227

Reduction factors given in this talk are collected from various papers and refer to 
different examples (mirror size, clipping loss, coating parameters,…). Equations 
to re-compute these factors properly can be found in (again):

`On thermal issues in advanced Gravitational Wave Interferometric detectors’ 
J. Y. Vinet, Living Reviews in Relativity, to be published
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This can be seen as well in these formulas, which represents the power spectral density of the thermal noise as it is read out with these three different mode shapes assuming an infinite media. 
What you see here is that the thermal noise scales anti-proportional with the beam width because you average out the brownian motion more with a larger beam. One other interesting feature is that the thermal noise of the Laguerre gauss modes can be directly obtained from the currently used fundamental mode using an additional scaling factor alpha_nm.  

These alpha_nm for the case of an infinite test mass can be see here. 


According to Jean-Yves :
- for a LG33 (w=4.3cm) we gain a factor of ~2 in coating thermal noise and substrate thermal noise but loose a factor of 1.7 in thermo elastic noise compared to a HG00 (w=6.65cm)
- for a LG55 (w=3.5cm) we gain a factor of ~2.3 in coating thermal noise and substrate thermal noise but loose a factor of 2.5 in thermo elastic noise compared to a HG00 (w=6.65cm)
- for a Mesa beam (w=11cm) we gain a factor of ~1.5 in coating thermal noise and substrate thermal noise and gain factor of 1.8 in thermo elastic noise compared to a HG00 (w=6.65cm)
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Temperature field in the substrate (coating absorption)
TEM00
w=2 cm

(Virgo/inputM)
«

 

Flat top

 

»
b=11.3 cm

LG55
w=3.5 cm

T(r,z)
Slide by J. Y. Vinet

[Vinet CQG 24 (2007)]
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Constraint: clipping loss

Slide 8

To get the same clipping 
loss we need to change 
the mirrors ROC (or use  
bigger mirrors). 

To get the same clipping 
loss we need to change 
the mirrors ROC (or use  
bigger mirrors).
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For the following analysis it is essential to have a look at the clipping losses of different modes ...

In this picture you see the evolution of the clipping losses for three different modes the fundamental LG00, the LG33 and the LG55 mode plotted over the mirror to beam size ratio. Theses losses appear at each mirror due the fact the a part of the beam depending on the beam size passes the mirror unaffected along its sides.

If you look at a clipping loss level of 10e-6, which is represented in this plot by this dashed gray line, you see that the mirror to beam size ratio for the two higher order cases are larger. In the case of the fundamental mode you obtain roughly 2.7, whereas for the higher order modes you obtain a mirror to beam size ratio of 4.3 or even 5.1. Hence either the mirror size has to be increased or the beam size has to be reduced to obtain the same clipping loss. 

The table gives the corresponding scaling factors for 1ppm clipping loss.
A direct consequence of these clipping losses is the fact that if you want to keep the mirror size constant, you have to uses smaller beams which increases the radii of curvature of  the arm cavity mirrors. 
This is essential for  the following arm cavity radii of curvature trade of analysis ...
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[D’Ambrosio et al 2004]

Mesa Beams: Multiple Flat 
Top Gaussian Beam

`Mexican hat’ mirror profile 
through `corrective coating’ 

`Mexican hat’ mirror profile 
through `corrective coating’

A sum of many small Gauss Beam create 
a flat top beam with low diffraction 

Goal: reduction of thermoelastic noise by a factor ~3 
[D’Ambrosio PRD 67 (2003)]
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Mesa beam prototype 
experiment

Simulation

Experimental 
data
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Two mirrors, flat one is idealised
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Optimised beams
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Intensity profile

Mirror profile

Mesa beams where a simple approach 
to achieve a flat beam with low diffraction 

Bondarscu et al (and others) have extended 
this approach to optimise the beam shape 
for low thermal noise for a given clipping 
loss.

Expected thermal noise reduction: 2.3 
(compared to 1.5 with Mesa beams) for 
the case of Advanced LIGO. 

Challenges come from non-spherical mirror 
profile: e.g. need to control DC position 
to 4 um and/or 3nrad to keep losses below 
10ppm.
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Laguerre-Gauss modes

Slide 12

Helical Laguerre-Gauss modes

00                 01                02                 03

11                21                 31

22                 32

33

Sinusoidal Laguerre-Gauss 
modes

00                 01                02                 03

11                21                 31

22                 32

33
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Helical LG modes versus triangular cavities

Slide 13

Two possible solutions for this problem: 
a) Do not use triangular cavities (e.g. use bow-tie configurations) 
b) Use sinusoidal LG modes (with slightly worse thermal noise reduction factors)



 

Continuous ring structure


 

Helical phase distribution

Helical LG modes
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Expected thermal noise improvements

All values given for beam sizes 
corresponding to 1ppm clipping 
losses

Slide 14

References:
C. TN: personal communication J.-Y. Vinet
S. TN: Mours et al. . CQG 23 (2006),5777
T. E. N: personal communication J.-Y. Vinet
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Presentation Notes
A more realistic/detailed impression of the thermal noise reduction factors can be seen here… 
This table comprises the thermal noise improvement of two LG modes and a Mesa beam in comparison to the currently used fundamental mode. 
Please keep in mind that all reduction factors of thermal noise contributions shown here use beam sizes which are normalized to clipping losses of 1ppm.

In detail we find that in terms of coating thermal noise and substrate thermal noise the higher order LG modes perform better than the flat top beam whereas it is the other way round for the thermo elastic noise. One can also see that the LG33 mode performs as good as the LG55 mode for the Coating and Substrate TN but is a little bit better in terms of thermo elastic noise
Therefore we will concentrate in the following on LG33 modes.

mention that people are constantly working on improvements in the 10% range. A factor of 2 is huge


According to Jean-Yves :
- for a LG33 (w=4.3cm) we gain a factor of ~2 in coating thermal noise and substrate thermal noise but loose a factor of 1.7 in thermo elastic noise compared to a HG00 (w=6.65cm)
- for a LG55 (w=3.5cm) we gain a factor of ~2.3 in coating thermal noise and substrate thermal noise but loose a factor of 2.5 in thermo elastic noise compared to a HG00 (w=6.65cm)
- for a Mesa beam (w=11cm) we gain a factor of ~1.5 in coating thermal noise and substrate thermal noise and gain factor of 1.8 in thermo elastic noise compared to a HG00 (w=6.65cm)
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Why LG modes rather than flat top beams?



 

Spherical phase fronts


 

Compatible with current 
interferometers



 

Beam shape and phase fronts 
change on propagation



 

Mirror surfaces are more complex

Slide 15
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HG & LG mode cavity design Flat top beam cavity design
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Eref

EtrEcav

M1 M2

L=3km

Pro LG:     LG modes are compatible with all current optics 
Con LG?:  cavities resonant to higher order modes are resonant for several modes 

(of the same order)  

Pro LG:     LG modes are compatible with all current optics 
Con LG?:  cavities resonant to higher order modes are resonant for several modes 

(of the same order)  
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Please keep in mind that higher order LG modes are fully compatible with the current spherical arm cavity mirrors. On the other hand any other sophisticated mode shape currently proposed always need a very sophisticated shape of the mirror fabricated with very high precision. So for a Mesa beam you need a Mexican hat shaped mirror and other groups inside the LSC work on a mathematical optimisation of the mode and mirror shape.
Currently it is questionable if such optics can be build in the near future with the required quality. LG mode do not need such sophisticated mirror surfaces. They are fully compatible with the spherical mirrors we currently use.

Let us now have a look ....
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Upgrade Advanced Virgo (or other future 
detectors) to use an LG33 mode

What we need to change:

 Add LG00 to LG33 converter on the laser table
 Change 3-mirror IMC to 4-mirror IMC
 Exchange core optics with mirrors of same size but different ROC
 Retune or replace mode matching optics

What we don’t need to change:

 Input/output optics (EOMs, isolators, …)
 Interferometer control systems (ISC/ASC)
 Vacuum system, suspension system, photodiodes, cameras, baffles, …
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Advanced Virgo: inspiral range improvements

LG00 LG33 (not optimised)

SR detuning [Hz] 300 300

Beam size [cm] 6 ~ 4

NS/NS inspiral range [Mpc] 145 191
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Lets now have a look at the first scenario ...

This table comprises the input parameters of the analysis such as ....  
As well as the resulting inspiral ranges.
You see that each configuration has a clipping loss of 1ppm. Additionally you see that the radii of curvature are different, therefore not compatible with each other. So to switch from one mode shape to the other, you would have to exchange the mirrors.

The results look very promising. You achieve at least an improvement of 17% or more when using the LG33 mode instead of the currently used fundamental mode.
Please keep in mind, that a 25% increase in the inspiral range corresponds to a factor of 2 in the event rate! 
The other thing you see is that for a lower detuning frequency of 300Hz the improvements are larger. Nevertheless in the following we will only use 750Hz detunings making these two configurations our reference configuration.

Let us now look at the second scenario where we use only one set of mirrors for both configurations ....
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Comparison of length and alignment signals

Important to compute also the beam jitter noise or coupling of alignment fluctuation 
into phase noise. As a first step: a simple cavity, a simple Michelson to look for 
trouble.
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.... At the length and alignments signals we get using an LG33 mode and compare it with the ones we obtain for the fundamental mode.

This slide summarizes the results from an analysis I presented at the last ELBA Meeting. Please have a look at the talk if you are interested in more detail. Let me just tell you here, that in terms of length and alignment sensing the LG33 mode is superior to the fundamental mode.

For the following analysis it is essential to have a look at the clipping losses of different modes ...
Do not mention this 
As you can see the length error signals for an arm cavity are exactly the same
The coupling of tilt into the longitudinal phase is much higher for the fundamental LG00 case, which is an advantage of the LG33 mode. Mainly this is due to the larger radius of curvature of the arm cavity mirrors used in the LG33 configuration
The alignment signals are comprised in these two control matrices for the arm cavity. As one can see the one for the LG33 configuration is more orthogonal, another advantage.
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Comparison of length and alignment signals

LG33

LG00

0.4º

5.0º
1mrad

[Chelkowski et al (arxiv.org/abs/0901.4931)]

The performance regarding interferometric 
sensing and control of the LG33 mode is 
found to be similar, if not even better in all 
aspects of interest. Coupling of alignment into 
phase noise is comparable or better. 

The performance regarding interferometric 
sensing and control of the LG33 mode is 
found to be similar, if not even better in all 
aspects of interest. Coupling of alignment into 
phase noise is comparable or better.
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.... At the length and alignments signals we get using an LG33 mode and compare it with the ones we obtain for the fundamental mode.

This slide summarizes the results from an analysis I presented at the last ELBA Meeting. Please have a look at the talk if you are interested in more detail. Let me just tell you here, that in terms of length and alignment sensing the LG33 mode is superior to the fundamental mode.

For the following analysis it is essential to have a look at the clipping losses of different modes ...
Do not mention this 
As you can see the length error signals for an arm cavity are exactly the same
The coupling of tilt into the longitudinal phase is much higher for the fundamental LG00 case, which is an advantage of the LG33 mode. Mainly this is due to the larger radius of curvature of the arm cavity mirrors used in the LG33 configuration
The alignment signals are comprised in these two control matrices for the arm cavity. As one can see the one for the LG33 configuration is more orthogonal, another advantage.
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Generation of alternative beam shapes 

Other methods exist, for 
example, modes in custom 
made fibres could be used to 
pump a mode cleaner cavity. [
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Fibre LP55 (solid) and Gauss LG55

[Kennedy et al, Phys. Rev. A 66 (2002)]

[Arlt et al (1998)]
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Generation of alternative beam shapes 

Generation of alternative beam 
shapes is an active research 
topic (guides for atom traps, 
laser gain optimisation,…)

Example: LG modes created 
from a LG00 mode with a spatial 
light modulator

To be done: test for noise!
 amplitude noise
 phase noise
 beam jitter

[Matsumo et al JOSA A 2008]

95% in LG33, 
efficiency >75%
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Readiness



 

Thermal effect


 

Thermal noise calculations OK


 

Thermal lensing calculations OK


 

Generation of LG modes


 

Conversion methods  OK


 

Efficiency, mode purity in progress


 

Noise performance of LG converter to be done


 

Interferometery with LG modes


 

Simulation of sensing and control � OK


 

Table-top, prototype verification in progress


 

Implementation into GW detectors


 

Core optics design OK
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Summary



 

Alternative beam shapes are an interesting (and in 
comparison rather simple) method for reducing thermal 
effects (thermal noise, thermal lensing) 



 

Thermal noise can be reduced by factors >2 
(linear spectral density)



 

Generation of such beams seem to be feasible 
(information from other fields, to be verified)



 

LG modes would be compatible with current optical designs, 
it is easy to make a design for upgrading advanced 
detectors
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...end
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Optimised beams in AdLigo
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Use thermal compensation system to the change RoC

Slide 26

S. Hild
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Our new idea is to use the TCS system to change the radii of curvature of the mirrors constantly. 
You see here a picture from the Geo TCS system which is currently doing such deformation of the test mass. 

The back surface of the test mass is heated by the ring heater and the substrate expands, which in this case lowers the radius of curvature of the front surface.
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